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                                         1. INTRODUCTION 

Environmental stresses are the major limiting factors of crop productivity worldwide. 

Abiotic stresses such as drought, heat, salinity, cold, or pathogen infection can have a 

devastating impact on plant growth and yield (Suzuki et al. 2014). By the end of the 

21st Century, the earth‘s climate is predicted to warm by an average of 2–4°C (IPCC 

2007), due to both anthropogenic and natural factors (Eitzinger et al. 2010). Global 

climate change because of incessantly rising temperatures has been suggested to be one 

of the most critical factors affecting agricultural productivity. This increase in 

temperature exposes most of the world‘s crops to heat stress during some stage of their 

life cycle. Difficulties in precise prediction of the projected impacts of climate change 

on agricultural productivity further adding to the uncertainty (Watanabe and Kume, 

2009).  
         Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)  is the second most important food crop of India 

after rice. Being a of temperate region wheat farming is more dependent on climate than 

soil. Wheat is the staple food for millions of Indians, mostly in the north and north-

western parts of the country and is the main source of protein, carbohydrate and vitamin 

for people in the rural areas. In Indian subcontinent wheat is grown in winter, harvested 

in the summer and it is very sensitive to high temperature and gradually increasing 

temperature during wheat farming season have already been reported for the major 

wheat producing regions (Hennessy et al. 2008). Rising temperature as much as 2
◦
C 

declined wheat grain yields upto 17% in irrigated wheat cultivation lands across north 

India (Mall and Srivastava, 2002). Thus climate change and further increase in 

temperature had a greater impact on nationwide wheat production in India.  

         Among abiotic stresses, heat stress influences photosynthesis, cellular and 

subcellular membrane components, protein content in cell and antioxidant enzyme 

activity; thereby significantly limits crop production. Heat stress also increases 

oxidative stress in plants and causes generation and accumulation of superoxides (O
2-

), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radicals (OH
-
) within cells, which are 

commonly known as reactive oxygen species (ROS).  
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Figure 1:  Cultivation of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) in the field 
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Heat stress influences photosynthesis, cellular and subcellular membrane components, 

protein content in cell and antioxidant enzyme activity; thereby significantly limiting 

crop production (Wollenweber et al. 2003). Daily average temperature for optimal 

growth conditions of wheat is 22°C to 25°C. High temperature reduces the vegetative 

growth and seed setting in wheat. Changes in ambient temperature occur within hours, 

unlike drought and salinity stresses. Therefore, plants need to suppress and respond to 

the adverse effects of heat in a very short time. Gradual temperature increase in a day 

could cause some alterations in antioxidant metabolism or in other physiological 

responses (Kumar et al. 2012). The problem of high temperature stress is expected to 

accenture in future as global warming in years to come may have catastrophic 

consequences biosphere. 

         Plants in field condition are often exposed to various abiotic and biotic stresses 

simultaneously. Interaction of various abiotic stresses such as a combination of heat, 

drought cold and, salinity or any of the major abiotic stresses alter host pathogen 

interaction due to altered biochemical and metabolomic signalling within plant system 

making plants more vulnerable to pathogen infection. Recent studies have revealed that 

the plant‘s response to various combinations of stress situations is incomparable and 

cannot be evaluated from the response of plants to each of the different stresses applied 

alone. Furthermore, the synchronized occurrence of two or more stresses increase 

degree of complexity in plant responses, as the responses to the combined stresses are 

mostly controlled by diverse signalling pathways that may interact and inhibit each 

other (Suzuki et al. 2014). 

          Changing climatic scenario especially rising temperature and CO2 level alter 

pathogen development and survival rates and hinder biochemical and physiological 

processes within plants thus modify host susceptibility, which eventually changes in the 

impact of diseases on crops worldwide (Legreve and Duveiller, 2010). In changing 

climatic condition stem rust, powdery mildew, leaf rust, spot blotch and Fusarium head 

blight are among the major fungal diseases which constrains wheat cultivation 

worldwide (Juroszek and Tiedemann, 2013). However, spot blotch caused by Bipolaris 

sorokiniana (Sacc.) is emerging as one of the most important diseases hampering wheat 

cultivation across warmer parts of the world like Latin America, Africa, Asia, South 

Asia. Over 25 million hectares of wheat cultivated fields worldwide is affected by spot 
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blotch disease. Indian subcontinent has 10 million hectares of spot blotch affected land. 

In changing climatic condition warm and humid winters in Indian subcontinent highly 

favours outbreak of spot blotch causing pathogen, Bipolaris sorokiniana (Sacc.) in 

wheat cultivation fields (Chowdhury et al. 2013) and it is a matter of serious concern 

among places having well irrigated agricultural lands, low rainfall and temperate 

climatic conditions (Regmi et al. 2002). Warmer areas of South Asia are highly affected 

by B. sorokiniana and depending upon the severity of occurrence around 40% -50% 

yield loss was estimated every year (Sharma and Duveiller, 2004). In Indian 

subcontinent, under rice-wheat cropping system, there was above 70% rise in spot blight 

incidence (Sharma et al. 2007). Wheat fields covering eastern gangetic plains, northern, 

western parts of India mostly affected by spot blotch and around 18-22% yield loss 

every year was estimated (Joshi et al. 2007).  

              High temperature stress tolerance can be conferred to crop plants by genetic 

improvement (Singh and Grover 2008). However, breeding programs are time 

consuming and costly and assume that the trait is available in the germplasm, while 

gene transformation technology is not well perceived by certain stakeholders. Soil 

constitutes a complex matrix that includes pathogenic and beneficial microorganisms 

(Raaijmakers et al. 2010). However, plants seem able to shape the rhizospheric 

environment through root exudation to obtain a more suitable environment (Hartmann 

et al. 2009). Certain rhizospheric bacteria promote growth and this group of plant 

growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) can protect plants from various abiotic stresses 

by several mechanisms (Hartmann et al. 2009; Compant et al. 2010). Many PGPR and 

other microbes can also protect plants agianst many diseases presumably through ISR 

(van Loon et al. 1998; Compant et al. 2010) and also improve tolerance towards abiotic 

stress (Yang et al. 2009). However, very little information is available concerning 

improvement of heat stress tolerance using bacterial priming approaches. Despite the 

wealth of information on diverse aspect of heat stress at grain filling stage relatively few 

attempts have been made to study the combined effect of these stresses and there is very 

little information about physiological response of wheat plant subjected to heat stress at 

their vegetative growth stage. 

          Considering the importance of temperature stress in Indian scenario an attempt 

was made to determine how different wheat cultivars respond to temperature stress, 

their mechanism of action. Impact of temperature and spot blotch interaction on plant 
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physiological traits was also analysed and attempts were made to alleviate temperature 

stress by application of plant growth promoting bacteria. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 To screen different wheat cultivars against elevated temperature stress. 

 To study the biochemical parameters associated with temperature stress in terms 

of changes in the cellular constituents.  

 To determine membrane damage following temperature stress. 

 To evaluate activities of antioxidative and defense enzymes as well as    

accumulation of antioxidants. 

 To analyse isozymes and proteins under different treatments.    

 To determine whether heat stress can be ameliorated by selected bacteria with 

PGPR activities and tolerance to abiotic stresses. 

 To determine whether these selected bacteria can also protect wheat plants 

against biotic stress caused by foliar fungal pathogen. 

 Comparison of protective mechanisms against both abiotic and biotic stress to    

identify common metabolites, if any. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


